
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Scissors
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Sewing Needle
Straight Pin
Wooden Chopstick

MATERIALS

Wool Felt - A Child’s Dream in “White”, “Black”, “Salmon”, “Pink”, “Gray”, and   
 “Charcoal”
Embroidery Floss - DMC White, Black (310), Salmon (3341), Pink (818), Light Grey  
 (169), Black (310)
Felt Ball 2cm - Benzie Design in ”White”
2 Black Buttons - 7/16”
Poly-Fill

Felt Polar Bear

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut felt pieces according to pattern. TIP - for cutting small circles, it is easier   
 to cut by hand and comparing the size to the pattern, trimming if needed.

3. Whip stitch or glue the toes onto the polar bear’s feet. See embroidery guide   
 for details.

4. Straight stitch a couple of claws on each arm, not too close to the edge.   
 Blanket stitch with 3 threads of white floss and stu� with poly-fill. A wooden   
 chopstick will help with stu�ng the small parts.

5. Whip stitch the details on the face. See embroidery guide for details.

6. Sew on the black button eyes.

7. Straight stitch on some fur.

8. Stitch a mouth just under the nose.

9. Pin the two body pieces together and begin blanket stitching with 3 threads   
 of white floss, starting at the bottom.

10. Gently stu� the bear with poly-fill before stitching closed.

11. Glue on the fish’s face and scales. Sew a french knot for an eye with the   
 needle wrapped twice.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

12. Blanket stitch the body pieces together. You can stu� the fish a little bit if you  
 want.

13. Use a bit of hot glue to attach the feet and arms to the body. Add a few stitches  
 to help hold in place if needed.

14. Add a dot of glue to the backside of the fish and stick to the bear. Stitch the   
 paws down to the fish & body.

15. Glue the wool ball tail on the back.

16. Cut a scarf out of the darker grey felt, .5” x 10”, and fringe the edges. Wrap and  
 tie around the polar bear’s neck. Add a dot of glue to hold it down if needed.




